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The paper focuses on the state estimation of the nonlinear

discrete-time stochastic dynamic systems by the derivative-free fil-

ters. In particular the impact of the ¾-point set rotation on the

performance of the unscented transform and the unscented Kalman

filter (UKF) is analysed. It is shown that the ¾-point set rotation is

an additional user-defined parameter closely tied with the covari-

ance matrix decomposition technique used in ¾-point computation

that significantly affects the estimation performance. Analysis, al-

gorithms, and recommendations for computations of the optimal ¾-

point set rotation are provided to determine either the rotation prior

to the estimation experiment (off-line) or during the estimation ex-

periment (on-line). Further, two approaches for a reduction of op-

timisation computational costs are presented. The proposed algo-

rithms, namely the on-line adaptive-sigma-point-set-UKF (AUKF)

and off-line trained-sigma-point-set-UKF (TUKF), are illustrated

and verified in a numerical study considering two static and two dy-

namic examples. The TUKF improves the UKF performance, while

the computational complexity is preserved. The AUKF further im-

proves the estimate accuracy with increased computational burden.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AUKF Adaptive-sigma-point-set Unscented Kalman

Filter

BRRs Bayesian Recursive Relations

CKF Cubature Kalman Filter

DDFs Divided Difference Filters

KF Kalman Filter

MC Monte-Carlo

TUKF Trained-sigma-point-set Unscented Kalman

Filter

PDF Probability Density Function

RMSE Root Mean Square Error

STD Standard Deviation

SVD Singular Value Decomposition

TE Taylor series Expansion

UKF Unscented Kalman Filter

UT Unscented Transformation

1. INTRODUCTION

State estimation of nonlinear discrete-time stochastic

systems plays an important role in many fields such as

adaptive and optimal control, fault detection, and signal

processing in many applications such as navigation and

target tracking.

The state estimation can be solved by various tech-

niques among them the Bayesian and optimisation ap-

proaches are widely preferred. The Bayesian approach

stems from the solution to the Bayesian recursive rela-

tions (BRRs) computing the probability density func-

tions (PDFs) of the state conditioned by the available

measurements. The conditional PDF provides a com-

plete description of the immeasurable state, which is

valid almost over the whole state space. Therefore, the

BRRs-based methods are usually called global. In con-

trast, the solution to the estimation problem provided by

the optimisation approach is in the form of conditional

moments of the state, which do not represent a com-

plete description of the estimated state. Therefore, the

optimisation-based methods are usually called local1 as

the estimate is valid in a small vicinity of the working

point only. The local methods are based on specification

and (usually) minimisation of a criterion (most often

the mean squared error) under assumption of a certain

estimator structure.

The closed-form solution to the state estimation

problem is available only for a limited set of the sys-

tems. Among these systems, the linear ones are the most

important [21], [1]. In other cases [5], [29], [30], if

the closed-form solution is not available, approximate

methods have to be used. The approximate global meth-

ods are based on various approximations to the BRRs

solution and are represented for example by the parti-

cle filter [5], point-mass method [29], the Gaussian sum

method [30], or their combinations [19]. The application

1In literature besides the term “local filters,” terms “Gaussian filters”

or “Kalman filters” can be found as well.
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of the global methods is usually limited by their com-

putational complexity especially for high-dimensional

systems. Therefore, in most practical applications the

approximate local methods are often preferred.

The approximate local filters use the algorithm struc-

ture of the Kalman filter2 (KF) for solving the state es-

timation problem of nonlinear systems. The local filters

can further be divided into two groups; derivative and

derivative-free. Derivative filters approximate nonlinear

functions in a system description by derivative-based

expansions, for example by the Taylor or the Fourier-

Hermite series expansions which lead to the extended

Kalman filter, the second-order filter [1], or the Fourier-

Hermite Kalman filter [27]. Derivative-free local filters

are based on differential polynomial interpolations, the

unscented transform, or various numerical integration

rules. These approximations might be viewed as ap-

proximations of the state estimate description by a set of

weighted points while the nonlinear functions in the sys-

tem description remains unaffected. The filters within

this group are represented by the divided difference fil-

ters (DDFs) based on the Stirling polynomial interpola-

tion [23], the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) based on

various versions of the unscented transformation (UT)

[16], or the quadrature [13], cubature [2], and stochastic

integration [9] based filters utilizing deterministic and

stochastic integration rules.3

Derivative-free filters (contrary to the derivative

ones) evaluate the nonlinear functions in the system

description at multiple points (often called ¾-points).

Placement of the ¾-points in the state-space is deter-

mined by i) inherent parameters, which are the cur-

rent mean and associated covariance matrix of the esti-

mate error (i.e., the approximation point) and ii) user-

defined parameters affecting the quality of the approx-

imation and subsequently the filter performance. The

user-defined parameters might include specification of

the ¾-point set rotation (also tied to the selection of

the covariance matrix decomposition) or the ¾-point set

scaling (if applicable).

Scaling of the ¾-point set by specification of a

scaling parameter or parameters has been widely studied

in the last decade and recommendations for both fixed

and adaptive parameter settings have been proposed.

Recommendations for fixed parameters setting stem

from a term-by-term comparison of the Taylor series

2The Kalman filter is an optimal (in the mean squared error sense)

linear estimator for linear systems.
3Although the approximations used in the derivative-free filters orig-

inate from quite different basic ideas, the resulting filter algorithms

are in many cases identical. As examples, the analysis and analytic

comparison of the DDFs and UKF are given in [28], cubature and

quadrature filters and UKF in [14], cubature and stochastic integra-

tion filters in [9], and the stochastic integration filter and Monte-Carlo

filter are in [8].

expansion (TE) of the true mean and covariance matrix

of a random variable transformed through a nonlinear

function with the TE of the point-approximated statistics

[23], [17]. In this case, the scaling parameter is a

function of the state-space dimension only. On the other

hand, an adaptive parameter setting takes an advantage

of possibly different parameter values over time instants

reflecting the actual working (or approximation) point.

Various off-line and on-line adaptive strategies were

proposed e.g., in [26], [10], [36], [11], resulting in a

non-negligible estimation performance improvement.

Rotation of the ¾-point set has been recently directly

analysed in [4], [7], [6] and indirectly via the covariance

matrix decomposition4 in [24], [34]. In [7], an adaptive

selection of the ¾-point set rotation has been studied

and illustrated using a simplistic bearings-only tracking

example. It was shown that the impact of the ¾-point

set rotation on the transformation and subsequently on

the filter performance is comparable with the ¾-point

set scaling, which is worth for a deeper analysis.

The goal of the paper is therefore twofold; to

summarise the recent results related to the ¾-point

set rotation in a unified local filter design frame-

work and to thoroughly analyse and explain the im-

pact of the ¾-point set rotation on a filter perfor-

mance. Special emphasis is also placed on a numeri-

cal illustration and on reduction of the computational

costs of the optimal ¾-point set rotation specifica-

tion.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec-

tion 2 the system description and the introduction to the

state estimation with the stress on the UKF are given.

Rotation of the ¾-point set, its influence, parametrisation

and optimisation are discussed in Section 3. Section 4

focuses on two techniques to reduce optimisation costs

of ¾-point set rotation. In Section 5 a general algorithm

for the UKF with rotated ¾-point set is summarised.

Section 6 compares the proposed algorithms in a nu-

merical study. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND STATE ESTIMATION
BY UKF

A discrete-time nonlinear stochastic dynamic system

is given as

xk+1 = fk(xk)+wk, k = 0,1,2, : : : , (1)

zk = hk(xk) + vk, k = 0,1,2, : : : , (2)

where the vectors xk 2 Rnx and zk 2Rnz represent the
immeasurable state of the system and measurement

at time instant k, respectively, fk :Rnx !Rnx and hk :
Rnx !Rnz are known vector functions, and wk 2 Rnx and
vk 2Rnz are the state and measurement white noises.
The noises are assumed to be zero-mean with known

4The particular matrix decompositions lead to the same ¾-point sets

up to their rotation (or reflection), i.e., all the sets lies on the surface

of a hyper-ellipsoid determined by the covariance matrix [34].
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covariance matrices §w
k = cov[wk] and §

v
k = cov[vk],

respectively. The first two moments of the initial state

x0 are assumed to be known as well, i.e., E[x0] = x̄0,
cov[x0] = P0.

The local state estimation methods provide the point

estimate x̂kjk approximating the conditional mean E[xk j
zk], in which zk = [z0,z1, : : : ,zk], and the corresponding

covariance matrix of the estimation error Pxxkjk.
The first two moments can be realised as a Gaussian

approximation of the conditional PDF, i.e., p(xk j zk)¼
Nfxk : x̂kjk,Pxxkjkg [2], [9], depending on the type of

employed approximation.

For calculation of predictive statistics of the state

and measurement the UKF utilises the UT.

2.1. Unscented transformation

The UT [16] is a tool for approximate computation

of the mean, covariance matrix, and cross-covariance

matrix of a transformed random variable

y= g(x) = [g1(x), : : : ,gny (x)]
T, (3)

where x 2Rnx and y 2 Rny , under the assumption of
known vector function g(¢) and known mean x̂= E[x]
and covariance matrix Pxx = cov[x] of x. The UT is

based on computation of a symmetric set of determin-

istic ¾-points fXig2nxi=0 with appropriate weights fWig2nxi=0

according to

X0 = x̂, W0 =
·

nx+·
, (4)

Xj = x̂+
p
(nx+·)S

xxej , Wj =
1

2(nx+·)
, (5)

Xnx+j = x̂¡
p
(nx+·)S

xxej , Wnx+j
=Wj , (6)

where j = 1, : : : ,nx, term ej is the jth column of the

nx-dimensional identity matrix Inx , and S
xx is a de-

composition of the covariance matrix Pxx such that

Sxx(Sxx)T = Pxx. The variable · is a scaling parameter.

To get an approximate characteristic of y, each point is

transformed through the nonlinear function

Yi = g(Xi), 8i: (7)

The resulting approximate characteristics calculated by

the UT are given by

ŷUT =

2nxX
i=0

WiYi, (8)

Pyy,UT =

2nxX
i=0

Wi(Yi¡ ŷUT)(¢)T, (9)

Pxy,UT =

2nxX
i=0

Wi(Xi¡ x̂)(Yi¡ ŷUT)T, (10)

where the notation (a)(¢)T stands for (a)(a)T. Now, hav-
ing the UT introduced, the UKF algorithm can be stated.

2.2. Unscented Kalman filter

The UKF algorithm has the following structure [16]:

ALGORITHM 1: Unscented Kalman Filter

Step 1: (initialisation) Set the time instant k = 0 and

define a priori initial condition by the predictive mean

x̂0j¡1 = E[x0] = x̄0 and the predictive covariance matrix
Pxx0j¡1 = cov[x0] = P0. Set the scaling parameter · and
compute the ¾-point weights

W0 =
·

nx+·
, (11)

Wi =
1

2(nx+·)
, i= 1, : : : ,2nx: (12)

Step 2: (filtering step) The state predictive estimate

is updated with respect to the last measurement zk
according to

x̂kjk = x̂kjk¡1 +Kk(zk ¡ ẑkjk¡1), (13)

Pxxkjk = P
xx
kjk¡1¡KkPzzkjk¡1KTk , (14)

where Kk = P
xz
kjk¡1(P

zz
kjk¡1)

¡1 is the filter gain,

ẑkjk¡1 =
2nxX
i=0

WiZi,kjk¡1, (15)

Pzzkjk¡1 =
2nxX
i=0

Wi(Zi,kjk¡1¡ ẑkjk¡1)(¢)T +§v
k , (16)

Pxzkjk¡1 =
2nxX
i=0

Wi(Xi,kjk¡1¡ x̂kjk¡1)(Zi,kjk¡1¡ ẑkjk¡1)T,
(17)

Zi,kjk¡1 = hk(Xi,kjk¡1), (18)

and the predictive state ¾-points are computed accord-

ing to

X0,kjk¡1 = x̂kjk¡1, (19)

Xj,kjk¡1 = x̂kjk¡1 +
p
(nx+·)S

xx
kjk¡1ej , (20)

Xnx+j,kjk¡1 = x̂kjk¡1¡
p
(nx+·)S

xx
kjk¡1ej , (21)

with j = 1, : : :nx and S
xx
kjk¡1 being a decomposition of

Pxxkjk¡1.
Step 3: (predictive step) The predictive statistics are

given by the relations

x̂k+1jk =
2nxX
i=0

WiXi,k+1jk, (22)

Pxxk+1jk =
2nxX
i=0

Wi(Xi,k+1jk ¡ x̂k+1jk)(¢)T +§w
k , (23)

Xi,k+1jk = fk(Xi,kjk), (24)
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where the filtering state ¾-points are computed accord-

ing to

X0,kjk = x̂kjk, (25)

Xj,kjk = x̂kjk +
p
(nx+·)S

xx
kjkej , (26)

Xnx+j,kjk = x̂kjk ¡
p
(nx+·)S

xx
kjkej , (27)

with j = 1, : : :nx and S
xx
kjk being a decomposition of P

xx
kjk.

Let k = k+1. The algorithm continues by Step 2.

2.3. ¾-point set

The ¾-point set of the UT (4)—(6) ((19)—(21) and

(25)—(27) in the UKF) is determined by the inherent

parameters given by the mean and covariance matrix of

x (i.e., by x̂, Pxx) and by the user-defined parameters.

The latter include the scaling parameter · influencing

the set scaling (the area of the state-space covered

by the points) and the decomposition technique which

is inevitably tied with the ¾-point set rotation [34].

However, independently of the selected user-defined

parameter, the weighted ¾-point set has at least the

same mean and covariance matrix as the original to-

be-transformed random variable, i.e.,

x̂UT =

2nxX
i=0

WiXi = x̂, (28)

Pxx,UT =

2nxX
i=0

Wi(Xi¡ x̂UT)(Xi¡ x̂UT)T

= Sxx[Sxx]T = Pxx: (29)

This is the ultimate property of any ¾-point set.

2.4. Scaling parameter of ¾-point set

In literature, three main options for the selection of

the scaling parameter can be identified, namely:

² constant parameter (specified prior to the estimation
experiment),

² off-line computed time-varying parameter,
² on-line computed time-varying parameter.
The standard setting of the constant scaling param-

eter follows the recommendation ·= 3¡nx [16], [17],
which minimises the error of the TE of the true mean

and its UT approximation.5

The strategies for time-varying setting of the scaling

parameter take into account not only the state dimension

but also the actual filter working point (mean and co-

variance matrix) and the particular nonlinear functions

in the state-space model. The strategies for off-line set-

ting can be found e.g., in [26] and for on-line setting

in [11], [35], [33]. The on-line strategies compute ·

5Note that, if nx > 3, the covariance matrices may lose positive semi-

definiteness as · < 0. Then, it is better to choose ·= 0 [17], which en-

sures positive definiteness of covariance matrices. For such a choice,

the UKF converts into the cubature Kalman filter (CKF) [2].

(usually in the filtering step) at every time instant to

minimise or maximise a chosen criterion.

2.5. Covariance matrix decomposition

The choice of the covariance matrix decomposition

technique was discussed in [34], where it was shown

that all decomposition techniques provide the same ¾-

point set up to the ¾-point set rotation or reflection.6

The consequence is that there are infinitely many de-

compositions which can be parametrised by a rotation

matrix. The analysis also indicated that the impact of

the rotation is increasing for covariance matrices with

non-negligible off-diagonal elements and with differ-

ence in magnitude of the matrix eigenvalues. Illustration

of three different ¾-point sets based on the Cholesky de-

composition, singular value decomposition (SVD), and

matrix square root and three different sets obtained by

the SVD and consequently rotated by 0, 30, and 60

degrees can be found in Fig. 1.

In [4], [6], and [7] the discussion was further ex-

tended by introducing arbitrary rotation and reflection

matrices in the ¾-point set computation and a signifi-

cant impact of the rotation was illustrated by a set of

numerical examples without a theoretical analysis. As a

consequence, the provided recommendations for the ¾-

point set rotation were rather ad hoc without theoretical

justification.

The aim of the following section is to provide a

thorough theoretical analysis of the impact of the ¾-

point rotation on the UT and subsequently on the UKF

performance and the justification for on-line and off-

line rotation matrix optimisation. The theoretical results

are then illustrated by static and dynamic numerical

examples.

3. OPTIMISATION OF ¾-POINT SET ROTATION IN
UT

The ¾-points lie on an hyper-ellipsoid with its size

determined by the scaling parameter and the semi-

axes given by eigenvectors of the covariance matrix

Pxx. Specific position of the ¾-points on the hyper-
ellipsoid are determined by the chosen decomposition.

Different decompositions can be obtained by right-

multiplying a decomposition by a rotation matrix C. To
avoid confusion, in the rest of the paper the SVD will

be used to generate the decomposition Sxx if not stated
otherwise. The SVD decomposes the symmetric and

positive definite covariance matrix Pxx as Pxx =UDUT,
where U is a unitary matrix and D is a diagonal matrix.
Then, the decomposition Sxx is given by Sxx =U

p
D,

where
p
D is a diagonal matrix with elements given by

square root of elements on the diagonal of D. Note that
using the SVD generates the ¾-points on the principal

axes of a hyper-ellipsoid.

6Contrary to the rotation, the reflection changes the order of the points

besides their rotation. If a symmetric ¾-point set is considered, the

rotation and reflection are interchangeable.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of ¾-point sets based on different decompositions and with different rotations.

3.1. Rotation of UT ¾-point set

The ¾-point set is typically computed by (4)—(6).

The ¾-point set with explicit consideration of the rota-

tion can be computed according to

X r
0 = x̂, (30)

X r
j = x̂+

p
(nx+·)S

xx,rej , (31)

X r
nx+j

= x̂¡
p
(nx+·)S

xx,rej , (32)

where j = 1, : : :nx and S
xx,r is a decomposition of Pxx

parametrised by a rotation matrix C

Sxx,r = SxxC, (33)

where C is a rotation matrix in nx dimensional space.

Because of the orthogonal property of the rotation ma-

trix, the rotated covariance matrix decomposition Sxx,r

also produces the covariance matrix Pxx as well as the

original decomposition Sxx:

Pxx = Sxx,r[Sxx,r]T = SxxCCT[Sxx]T = SxxInx[S
xx]T:

(34)

As the rotated ¾-point set (30)—(32) is still symmetric

and the relation (34) is valid, the rotated set preserves

the mean and covariance matrix of the original variable

x similarly to the “unrotated” set in (28), (29). The ¾-

point set rotation, therefore, does not affect the weights

fWig2nxi=0.

Hence, the rotation matrix C can be seen as another

design parameter of the ¾-point set (besides the scaling

parameter).

3.2. Effect of ¾-points rotation

Let us focus on the UT based approximation of

ŷ= E[y] by ŷUT in (8). The approximation uses the
weights Wi and ¾-points Yi(C) = g(X r

i ), where the no-

tation emphasises dependence of the ¾-points on the

rotation matrix C.

The error of approximation denoted as ỹ(C) is

given by

ỹ(C) = ŷ¡ ŷUT(C): (35)

The optimum rotation will be sought to minimise the

weighted squared error of approximation

J(C) = ỹ(C)TWỹ(C), (36)

whereW can be any symmetric positive definite matrix

weighting individual elements of ỹ(C). The weight ma-

trix W can for example be chosen as W= (Pyy)¡1, in
which case the criterion puts stress on the elements of

ỹ(C) corresponding to small diagonal values of Pyy.

The true mean ŷ can be expressed using the TE of

g around x̂ as

ŷ= E[y] = E[g(x)] = E[
1X
i=0

1

i!
g(i)(x̂)(x¡ x̂)−i]

=

1X
i=0

1

i!
g(i)(x̂)Mx(i), (37)

where − is the Kronecker product and the jth row of

g(i)(x̂) 2Rny£(nx)i is given by

g(i)j (x̂) =

nx,:::,nxX
l1,:::li

@igj(x)

@xl1 ¢ ¢ ¢@xli

¯̄̄̄
¯
x=x̂

(el1 − el2 − ¢ ¢ ¢− eli ) (38)

with xli being the lith element of x. Further, (x¡ x̂)−i =
(x¡ x̂)− (x¡ x̂)−i¡1, (x¡ x̂)−0 = 1nx£1, Mx(i) =

E[(x¡ x̂)−i], and Mx(i) 2 R(nx)i£1 is the ith central mo-
ments of x stacked column-wise.

Similarly, by expansion of each transformed ¾-point

Yi(C) = g(X r
i ) around the mean x̂, the mean ŷ

UT(C) can
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be written as

ŷUT(C) =

2nxX
j=0

Wj

1X
i=0

1

i!
g(i)(x̂)(X r

j ¡ x̂)−i

=

1X
i=0

1

i!
g(i)(x̂)

2nxX
j=0

Wj(X r
j ¡ x̂)−i

=

1X
i=0

1

i!
g(i)(x̂)Mx(i),UT(C), (39)

whereMx(i),UT(C) is an UT approximation ofMx(i). Note

that

Mx(1) =Mx(1),UT(C) = 0nx£1, (40)

Mx(2) =Mx(2),UT(C) = vec(Pxx), (41)

where vec(A) is a column vector obtained by stacking
the columns of A. Hence, the first two moments are

independent of the ¾-point rotation C.
Assuming x being Gaussian and the ¾-point set

being symmetric, the odd terms are zero Mx(2i+1) = 0,
Mx(2i+1),UT = 0, 8i 2 Z¤, and considering (40) and (41),
the error of approximation is equal to

ỹ(C) =

1X
i=2

1

(2i)!
g(2i)(x̂)(Mx(2i)¡Mx(2i),UT(C)): (42)

This means that the first non-zero term of the error ỹ(C)

expansion (42) is the fourth one, i.e., 1
4!
g(4)(x̂)(Mx(4)¡

Mx(4),UT(C)). For a scalar function g the fourth term
may be zeroed by a choice of the scaling parameter

· [32] and the first non-zero term is the sixth term.

Nevertheless, for general vector functions g the fourth
term is non-zero and depends on the rotation matrix

C. This implies that the value of the criterion (36) also

depends on the rotation matrix C, of which appropriate
choice may lead to a minimum value of the criterion

and consequently to the best ŷUT.

3.3. Selection of the optimum rotation

A direct utilisation of the TE of the mean error (42)

for the rotation matrix C optimisation purposes is im-

possible due to the infinite number of terms. Assuming

the magnitude of the ith term in (42) is decreasing with

i!1, the criterion (36) can be replaced by
J4(C) = [ 1

4!
g(4)(x̂)M̃x(4)(C)]TW[ 1

4!
g(4)(x̂)M̃x(4)(C)]:

(43)

where M̃x(4)(C) =Mx(4)¡Mx(4),UT(C). Hence, J4(C) in
(43) contains the first non-zero term of (42).

The criterion J4(C) can be used in the UT for finding
an optimal rotation matrix C. However, its utilisation is

not very practical as the criterion requires calculation

of fourth derivatives of g, which might be limiting for
the UT and subsequently for the UKF designed to be

derivative-free.

An alternative of (36) more suitable for optimisation

of the rotation matrix C to achieve the smallest error is

based on a replacement of the mean ŷ by a sample ys
of the variable y. This leads to the criterion

JS(C) = [ys¡ ŷUT(C)]TW[ys¡ ŷUT(C)], (44)

which is suitable for an application in the UKF.

Note that the criterion (36) and its consequent sim-

plifications (43) and (44) aim to minimise the approxi-

mation error of the mean ŷUT. Other criteria also can be
proposed for minimising approximation error of other

quantities, such as the covariance matrix Pyy,UT. In that
case a modification analogous to (43) can be proposed

while no modification analogous to (44) exists as there

is no sample of Pyy available.

3.4. Choice of the weight matrix

It has been suggested above to choose the weight

matrixW as the inverse of the covariance matrix Pyy to
properly weight individual elements of the mean error.

This choice is however usually impossible as the covari-

ance matrix Pyy is usually unknown and is approximated

by the UT. Its approximation also depends on the choice

of the rotation matrix C. So it may be replaced by its
estimate Pyy,UT(C), in which case the criterion would be

JS(C) = [ys¡ ŷUT(C)]T(Pyy,UT(C))¡1[ys¡ ŷUT(C)]:
(45)

Hence, by minimising (45), the difference ys¡ ŷUT(C)
and (Pyy,UT(C))¡1 are minimised and thus Pyy,UT(C) is
maximised.

If W in (44) is selected as W= (Pyy,UT(C))¡1, then
JS(C) is Â2 distributed random variable with ny degrees

of freedom with the mean E[JS(C)] = ny. Also note
that E[ys¡ ŷUT(C)] = ŷ¡ ŷUT(C). Consequently, the cri-
terion can be formulated as

JMS(C) = j[ys¡ ŷUT(C)]T(Pyy,UT(C))¡1

£ [ys¡ ŷUT(C)]¡nyj: (46)

Minimising (46) results in JS(C) (45), computed on

the basis of predicted measurement statistics, which is

closest to its mean value, i.e., to ny.

3.5. Rotation parametrisation

Minimisation of the criterion (44) w.r.t. the rota-

tion matrix C directly is quite difficult and should be

avoided. The reason is twofold; the rotation matrix has

to be an orthogonal matrix, thus it is difficult to perform

minimisation while the structure is respected, and n2x el-

ements need to be found. Instead the rotation matrix

could be parametrised by a set of

nμ = nx(nx¡ 1)=2 (47)

rotation angles μ1, : : : ,μnμ . Therefore, if J(C) is min-
imised with respect to the rotation matrix parametrised

by the rotation angles, then nμ is the dimension of

the optimisation space. Additionally, the rotation angles

correspond to a minimal representation of a general ro-

tation in Rnx .
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As an example, parametrisation of a rotation matrix

by six consecutive rotations μ1,μ2, : : : ,μ6 in four dimen-

sional space is given by [22], [12]

C=

26664
1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 cos(μ6) ¡sin(μ6)
0 0 sin(μ6) cos(μ6)

37775

£

26664
cos(μ5) 0 0 ¡sin(μ5)
0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

sin(μ5) 0 0 cos(μ5)

37775

£

26664
cos(μ4) 0 ¡sin(μ4) 0

0 1 0 0

sin(μ4) 0 cos(μ4) 0

0 0 0 1

37775

£

26664
1 0 0 0

0 cos(μ3) 0 ¡sin(μ3)
0 0 1 0

0 sin(μ3) 0 cos(μ3)

37775

£

26664
1 0 0 0

0 cos(μ2) ¡sin(μ2) 0

0 sin(μ2) cos(μ2) 0

0 0 0 1

37775

£

26664
cos(μ1) ¡sin(μ1) 0 0

sin(μ1) cos(μ1) 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

37775 , (48)

where the last right-hand side matrix rotates a vector

through an angle μ1 in the x¡ y plane (about the axis
perpendicular to the plane) with x= [x,y,u,z]T 2 R4.
4. REDUCTION OF OPTIMISATION COSTS

Due to quadratic dependence of the number of ro-

tation angles nμ (47) on the state dimension it is con-

venient to pay attention to a possible costs reduction.

In this section two approaches to optimisation costs re-

duction will be described. The reduction is achieved by

decreasing the dimension nμ of the optimisation space.

The first approach is applicable only for a class

of functions g and offers a costs reduction that does
not affect the smallest attainable approximation error

of ŷUT(C) and Pyy,UT(C). Hence, the approach will be

called lossless.

The second approach is applicable for general func-

tions g and suggests optimising over the angles with
a significant effect only. Application of this approach

leads a suboptimal solution, i.e., to the approximation

error probably higher than if the optimisation over the

full optimisation space is done. Hence, the approach will

be called lossy.

4.1. Lossless optimisation space dimension decreasing

If the variable y is a function of only some elements

of x, then the optimisation over some rotation angles

does not affect the mean approximation ŷUT(C) and

the covariance matrix approximation Pyy,UT(C). Hence,

these rotations are useless in the optimisation and the

dimension of the optimisation space can be decreased.

This is for example the case of tracking applications

where only some elements (usually positional) of the

state xk are directly observed by the measurement zk,

while other elements (velocity, acceleration) are not.

Suppose, the variable x can be split into two parts,

xa 2 Rna and xb 2Rnb , nb ¸ 2, i.e., x= [xTa ,xTb ]T with
na+ nb = nx, where only the part xa is directly observ-

able through y. More specifically,

y= g

μ·
xa

xb,1

¸¶
= g

μ·
xa

xb,2

¸¶
, 8xb,1 2Rnb , xb,2 2 Rnb : (49)

To show, that some rotation matrices do not affect the ¾-

points Yi = g(X r
i ), i= 0, : : :2nx, it is convenient to con-

sider Sxx being obtained by the Cholesky decomposition

for which the independence will be proven. Later, the

rotations that do not affect the ¾-points Yi will be spec-
ified for a general decomposition.

The decomposition Sxx obtained by the Cholesky

decomposition has the following form

SxxCh =

·
La 0na£nb
F Lb

¸
, (50)

where La 2 Rna£na and Lb 2Rnb£nb are lower triangular
matrices and F 2 Rnb£na is a full-rank matrix. Note that
the notation SxxCh emphasises that it is the Cholesky

decomposition. The ¾-points X r
i,a related to xa that do

affect the ¾-points Yi are given by

X r
0,a = x̂a, (51)

X r
j,a = x̂a+

p
(nx+·)[La,0na£nb ]ej , (52)

X r
nx+j,a

= x̂a¡
p
(nx+·)[La,0na£nb ]ej , (53)

where j = 1, : : : ,nx, ej is the jth column of Inx and

x̂= [x̂Ta , x̂
T
b ]
T.

Now, consider an arbitrary nx-dimensional rotation

matrix C0 that rotates in Rnb while the space Rna is
unaffected. Such rotation matrix can be written as

C0 =
·
Ina 0na£nb
0nb£na Cb

¸
: (54)

Note that the rotation matrix of this form is the first

rotation matrix in (48) with rotation angle μ6.
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The Cholesky decomposition Sxx,rCh rotated by C0 is
given by

Sxx,rCh = S
xx
ChC

0 =
·
La 0na£nb
F Lb

¸·
Ina 0na£nb
0nb£na Cb

¸
=

·
La 0na£nb
F LbCb

¸
: (55)

From (55) it can be seen that the rotation matrix C0 in
(54) does not affect the first na rows of S

xx
Ch. Hence, the

rotation matrix C0 does not affect the ¾-points X r
i,a and

consequently the ¾-points Yi, the mean ŷUT(C0) and the
covariance matrix Pyy,UT(C0). This implies that rotation
matrices in the form (54) do not have to be considered

for optimisation. This gives nb(nb ¡ 1)=2 rotation angles
that do not have to be optimised. Hence, the dimension

of the optimisation space is now reduced to

nμ = [nx(nx¡ 1)=2]¡ [nb(nb ¡1)=2]: (56)

A general decomposition Sxx can be written as Sxx =

SxxChC̄, where C̄ is an nx dimensional rotation matrix.

Then, the rotation matrices unnecessary for optimisation

are given by C̄TC0 as the rotated decomposition Sxx,r is
given by

Sxx,r = SxxC̄TC0 = SxxChC̄C̄
TC0 = SxxChInxC

0, (57)

in which case again the ¾-points X r
i,a are unaffected by

the rotation C̄TC0.
However, for the considered decrease of nμ, a direct

usage of the Cholesky decomposition SxxCh is convenient

due to parametrisation of the rotation matrix C by angles

μ as is shown in Section 3.5.
The proposed lossless decrease of optimisation space

dimension does not affect the smallest error of ŷUT(C)

and Pyy,UT(C) attainable by the optimisation. However,

it does affect the cross-covariance matrix Pxy (10).

Therefore, when applied in the UKF, the predictive state

¾-points X r
i,kjk¡1 affect through P

xz
kjk¡1 the gain Kk of the

filter.

4.2. Lossy optimisation space dimension decreasing

For reduction of the computational costs, it is ad-

visable to consider only the rotation angles that signif-

icantly affect the criterion value. For such analysis the

usage of the criterion (43) is opportune. To set up an

order of elements of x according to their influence on

(43), the value J4i (C) is calculated for i= 1, : : : ,nx

J4i (C) = [
1
4!
g(4)(x̂)M̃x(4)(C)Ji]

TW[ 1
4!
g(4)(x̂)M̃x(4)(C)Ji]

(58)

where Ji = diag[(ei)
−4] is a matrix selecting the element

of M̃x(4)(C) corresponding to the ith element of x. Then,

the values J4i (C), i= 1, : : : ,nx are sorted and the order

and individual values provide information of magnitude

of influence of x elements on the criterion. Using this

information the user can decide over which rotation

angles the chosen criterion should be optimised.

Note that for calculation of (58) any rotation matrix

C can be used, e.g., C= I.

5. UKF WITH ROTATED ¾-POINT SET

The concept of the ¾-point set rotation can directly

be extended from the UT to the UKF. The UKF with

the rotated ¾-point set has the same structure as the

UKF given by Algorithm 1, where the filtering state

¾-points and the predictive state ¾-points respect the

optimal rotation matrices.

When finding an optimal rotation matrix for the

predictive state ¾-points in the filtering step both criteria

(43) and (44) can be used as the measurement zk is
available and can be used in place of the sample ys in
(44). To find an optimal rotation matrix for the filtering

state ¾-points in the predictive step, only the criterion

(43) can be used.

The UKF with optimised rotation of the ¾-point set

is given by Algorithm 2.

ALGORITHM 2: Unscented Kalman Filter with Rotated

¾-point Set

Step 1: Identical with Step 1 of Algorithm 1.

Step 2: Find an optimal rotation matrix Ckjk¡1.
Step 3: Similar to Step 2 of Algorithm 1 with Sxxkjk¡1
replaced by Sxx,r

kjk¡1 = S
xx
kjk¡1Ckjk¡1.

Step 4: Find an optimal rotation matrix Ckjk.
Step 5: Similar to Step 3 of Algorithm 1 with Sxxkjk
replaced by Sxx,r

kjk = S
xx
kjkCkjk.

Let k = k+1. The algorithm continues by Step 2.

The rotation matrices C¤kjk and C¤kjk¡1 can be in
principle selected on on-line or off-line basis.

5.1. Off-line computed time-invariant and
time-varying rotation matrix

The simplest choice of the rotation matrices is Ckjk =
Ckjk¡1 = Inx , 8k. This corresponds to utilisation of a
constant rotation of the ¾-points that is determined by

the selected covariance matrix decomposition technique.

Alternatively, a constant rotation matrix (or matrices

different for the filtering and prediction step) might be

found by e.g., a prior analysis of a considered problem

as outlined in [6].

Another possibility is to find a sequence (or se-

quences) of the rotation matrices for a considered sce-

nario based on a prior Monte-Carlo (MC) analysis. This

approach is suitable for systems with set-up allowing

periodical repetition of their dynamic behaviour. As an

example, during the landing phase all aircrafts of a given

category follow the same path (trajectory). Nevertheless,

once the set-up is changed (either trajectory, sensor lo-

cation, etc.) the procedure of finding the rotation ma-

trices must be repeated. This is illustrated in numerical

simulations in Section 6.

For the prior analysis either criterion (36), (43) or

(44) may be used. Note that the rotation matrices Ckjk¡1,
Ckjk, if computed off-line, are not conditioned by the
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past measurements of considered experiment as the

notation indicates. The notation is, however, kept to be

sufficiently general to cover also the possibility for the

on-line computation of the matrices.

The UKF given by Algorithm 2 with rotation ma-

trices Ckjk¡1 and Ckjk optimised off-line by means of a
prior analysis will be denoted as trained-sigma-point-

set-UKF (TUKF).

5.2. On-line computed time-varying rotation matrix

The on-line computation of the rotation matrix (or

matrices) respects the current status of the filter. This

procedure can be understood as a rotation matrix op-

timisation and in fact, a similar approach, in principle,

has been used for the scaling parameter adaptation [33],

[4] and is adopted here.

The rotation matrices used in the filtering and pre-

diction steps, i.e., Ckjk¡1 and Ckjk, can be computed by
minimising (43) or (44).

The UKF given by Algorithm 2 with rotation matri-

cesCkjk¡1 and Ckjk optimised on-line using either (43) or
(44) will be denoted as adaptive-sigma-point-set-UKF

(AUKF).

5.3. Notes

Note 1: The on-line optimisation of the rotation ma-

trix is clearly the most computationally demanding part

of the algorithm. Moreover, the dimension of the op-

timisation space nμ grows quadratically with the state

dimension (see (47)). Selection of the rotation angles for

optimisation and the optimisation technique is thus cru-

cial. Two techniques for optimisation space dimension

nμ decrease have been proposed in Section 4. A brief

discussion regarding the suitable optimisation technique

can be found in [10]. In this paper, the grid method

is preferred due to its simplicity. The method is sum-

marised in Appendix A.

Note 2: The order of the successive rotations affects

the overall rotation matrix. However, if a sufficiently

dense grid is assumed, then the impact of the rotation

order in the optimisation can be neglected.

Note 3: The rotation matrix optimisation might be

performed independently in the predictive and the filter-

ing steps. However, the impact of the adaptation in one

step is often dominant and the adaptation in the second

step can be skipped to reduce computational costs.

Note 4: The ¾-point set rotation does not affect the

UT performance if the function g(¢) in (3) is linear.
Therefore, it is reasonable to supplement the UKF adap-

tively rotating of the ¾-point set with an algorithm eval-

uating the severity of the nonlinearities at the actual

working points. If the nonlinearity is mild at a given

time, the adaptive selection of the rotation matrix might

be skipped without any significant impact on the esti-

mation performance. Such nonlinearity measures were

proposed and integrated with local filters in [33].

Note 5: The paper considered the system (1) and (2)
with additive noises. However, the concept can readily

be extended for systems with non-additive noises. Just

the optimisation space for rotations would be higher

dimensional due to the state augmentation by the noises.

Note 6: Although the concept of the ¾-point set
rotation was discussed in the UKF framework, the ¾-

point set rotation adaptation can be used with any

deterministic ¾-point set based local filter.

6. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION

The performance of the UT and the UKF is affected

by the ¾-point set rotation and scaling. In this section,

the UT and UKF are evaluated each using two examples

mainly with respect to the ¾-point set rotation influence.

6.1. Static example I: Fourth-order polynomial

Consider a random variable nonlinear transforma-

tion (as defined by (3)—(10)) with

x̂=

·
x̂1

x̂2

¸
=

·
1

1

¸
, Pxx =

·
4 0:8

0:8 10

¸
(59)

and

y = g(x) = xTxxTx: (60)

In Fig. 2, the impact of the ¾-point set rotation through

an angle μ on the approximate characteristics of y are

illustrated. The characteristics are computed using the

UT (8)—(10) with Sxx computed by the SVD,7 scaling
parameters ·= 1 and ·= 2, and the rotation matrix used

in (30)—(33) of the form

C=

·
cos(μ) ¡sin(μ)
sin(μ) cos(μ)

¸
: (61)

Besides these characteristics, the true ones and the ones

approximated using the UT with

² a recommended fixed ·= 1,
² a fixed ·= 2,
both with μ = 0 [deg], are plotted in Fig. 2. Here, it

should be noted, that the true and fixed UT charac-

teristics are not functions of the rotation parameter μ,

they are plotted for the whole range of the parameter

just for ease of comparison. The figure shows a signifi-

cant dependency of the UT performance on the ¾-point

set rotation. As shown in (42) under assumption of the

Gaussian PDF of x, the set rotation affects fourth- and
higher-order even terms of the TE of the UT-based mean

computation. Considering the mean value computation,

i.e., ŷUT (8), in this polynomial example, the fourth-

order term of the TE is the only term depending on the

rotation. Therefore, the error (42) of ŷUT is equal to

ỹ(C) = 1
4!
g(4)(x̂)(Mx(4)¡Mx(4),UT(C)), (62)

7Throughout this section, the SVD of the covariance matrix Pxx is

considered. In this case, the ¾-points lie on the principal axes of the

covariance matrix ellipsoid [34].
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Fig. 2. Static example I: Dependence of the UT-based approximate

characteristics on the rotation of ¾-point sample set.

where

g(4)(x̂) =

·
@4g(x)

@x41
,
@4g(x)

@x31@x2
,
@4g(x)

@x31@x2
,
@4g(x)

@x21@x
2
2

,
@4g(x)

@x31@x2
, : : :

@4g(x)

@x21@x
2
2

,
@4g(x)

@x21@x
2
2

,
@4g(x)

@x1@x
3
2

,
@4g(x)

@x31@x2
,
@4g(x)

@x21@x
2
2

, : : :

@4g(x)

@x21@x
2
2

,
@4g(x)

@x1@x
3
2

,
@4g(x)

@x21@x
2
2

,
@4g(x)

@x1@x
3
2

,
@4g(x)

@x1@x
3
2

,
@4g(x)

@x42

¸
= [24,0,0,8,0,8,8,0,0,8,8,0,8,0,0,24]: (63)

Hence the criterion (43) is a function of the fourth

moments only and g(4)(x̂). Thus, it is equal to (36).

Value of the criterion (43) withW= 1 as a function

of the rotation μ is shown in Fig. 3 for both setting of ·.

6.2. Static example II: Arctangent

Arctangent is a nonlinear transformation appear-

ing in tracking8 applications for a conversion between

Cartesian and polar coordinates. Contrary to the pre-

vious polynomial function, arctangent cannot by ex-

pressed by the TE with a finite number of terms.

Let a random variable nonlinear transformation with

x̂=

·
x̂1

x̂2

¸
=

·
10

1

¸
, Pxx =

·
4 0:8

0:8 10

¸
(64)

and

y = g(x) = atan(x2=x1): (65)

8The four-quadrant inverse tangent function (atan2) is considered.

Fig. 3. Static example I: Dependence of the UT-based mean error

on the rotation of ¾-point sample set (for ·= 1).

be considered. In Fig. 4, the impact of both parameters

affecting the UT performance, i.e., · and μ, is illus-

trated for the mean ŷUT and variance Pyy,UT computa-

tion together with the true characteristics of y and the

ones approximated using the UT with fixed ·= 1, and

μ = 0 [deg].

Fig. 4 indicates that both user-defined parame-

ters (scaling and rotation) heavily impact the UT-

approximated mean value ŷUT and the variance Pyy,UT.

By a suitable rotation, it is possible to get the true val-

ues of the mean and variance of y (for mean μ ¼ 31 and
79 [deg], for variance μ ¼ 10 and 58 [deg]; the values
are highlighted by the vertical red lines). On the other

hand, in this example it is not possible to get the true

values of the statistics by any selection of the scaling

parameter ·.

The value of the criterion J(C(μ)) (36) with W= 1

is plotted in Fig. 5. The value is slightly different from

the fourth-order moment based criterion J4(C(μ)) (43)

as, in this case, the rotation affects not only the fourth-

order term of the TE but also all remaining higher-order

even terms. However, the criterion J4(C(μ)) (which can

be computed without the knowledge of the true mean

ŷ) still represents a reasonable approximation of the

criterion J(C(μ)) (which cannot be computed without

the knowledge of the true mean ŷ).

6.3. Dynamic example I: Bearings-only tracking

The impact of the ¾-point set rotation either fixed

or adaptive on the UKF performance is illustrated us-

ing the bearings-only tracking example where a ma-

noeuvring object is tracked by a radar platform [25].

The object follows a course of ¡140 [deg] (the angles
are referenced clockwise positive to the y axis) starting

12.2 [km] away from the platform at a constant speed

of 4 [knots]. The platform follows a course of 140 [deg]

at a constant speed of 5 [knots] and at the time inter-

val k = h13,17i executes a manoeuvre to reach a new
course of 18 [deg]. The initial positions are [12,2] [km]

for the object and [0,0] [km] for the platform. The ge-

ometry of the motion is depicted in Fig. 6. The object
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Fig. 4. Static example II: Dependence of the UT-based approximate characteristics on the rotation and scaling of ¾-point sample set

(together with the true and fixed UT characteristics).

Fig. 5. Static example II: Dependence of the UT-based mean error

on the rotation of ¾-point sample set (for ·= 1).

motion (relative to the platform) is modelled by a con-

tinuous white noise acceleration model [3]. The state of

the model xk = [x1,k,x2,k,x3,k,x4,k]
T consists of the po-

sitions in x and y-directions ([x1,k,x2,k]) and respective

velocities ([x3,k,x4,k]) which evolves as

xk+1 = Fxk +Gwk, (66)

with

F=

26664
1 0 T 0

0 1 0 T

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

37775 , G=

26664
0:5T2 0

0 0:5T2

T 0

0 T

37775 , (67)

where T = 1 [min] is the sampling interval, k = 0,1,

: : : ,K = 100, and wk is the Gaussian zero-mean state

Fig. 6. Geometry of bearings-only tracking example.

noise with covariance matrix §w with §w = 10¡4I2
£[km2=sec4].
The measurement zk providing the relative angle of

the object w.r.t. the platform at time k is

zk = arctan
x1,k ¡ xp1,k
x2,k ¡ xp2,k

+ vμk , (68)

where [x
p
1,k,x

p
2,k] is the known platform position and the

variance of the measurement noise is §v = (3 [deg])2.

In total M = 103 MC simulations were carried out

and the UKF with different settings of the user-defined

parameters were simulated. In particular, the following

UKFs and CKFs are considered

² UKF(svd)–UKF with Sxx computed by the SVD,
² UKF(chol)–UKF with Sxx computed by the Chol-
esky decomposition,
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² AUKF(μ12,J4(C))–AUKF with the Cholesky decom-
position and rotation matrix computed on the basis of

μ12 with the criterion J
4(C) (43),

² AUKF(μ12)–AUKF with the Cholesky decomposi-
tion and rotation matrix computed on the basis of μ12
with the criterion JMS(C) (46),

² AUKF(μ34)–AUKF with the Cholesky decomposi-
tion and rotation matrix computed on the basis of μ34
with the criterion JMS(C) (46),

² AUKF(μ12,23,34)–AUKF with the Cholesky decom-
position and rotation matrix computed on the basis

of μ12,23,34 with the criterion J
MS(C) (46),

² AUKF(μall)–AUKF with the Cholesky decomposi-
tion and rotation matrix computed on the basis of μall
with the criterion JMS(C) (46),

² TUKF–UKF with the Cholesky decomposition and
off-line identified sequence of rotation matrices,

² CKF5(svd)–CKF of the fifth-order proposed in [15]
with Sxx computed by the SVD,

² CKF5(rot)–CKF5 with the SVD and fixed rotation

of the ¾-points through 30 [deg],

² ACKF5(μ12)–CKF with the SVD and rotation ma-

trix computed on the basis of μ12 with the criterion

JMS(C) (46),

where μ12 denotes the rotation in the plane of the first

two state vector elements, i.e., the respective rotation

matrix is of the form

C(μ12) =

26664
cos(μ12) ¡sin(μ12) 0 0

sin(μ12) cos(μ12) 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

37775 (69)

etc., and μall = [μ23,μ12,μ13,μ14,μ24]. It means that rota-
tion μ12 rotates the part of sigma points relative to the

position, where as μ34 rotates relative to the velocity

components. Note that all the considered filters were

run with the recommended scaling parameter ·= 0.

Hence, the filters AUKF(μ12,J
4(C)), AUKF(μ12),

AUKF(μ34), and AUKF(μ12,23,34) used the lossy de-

crease of nμ proposed in Section 4.2 with nμ = 1, nμ = 1,

nμ = 1, and nμ = 3, respectively. The filter AUKF(μall)
used the lossless decrease of nμ proposed in Section 4.1

and thus ignored rotation with the angle μ34.

Note that the filter AUKF(μ34) was used to demon-

strate that the rotation computed on the basis of μ34, i.e.,

in the plane defined by the state elements that are not

directly measurable, has almost no effect on the estima-

tion quality.

The AUKFs use the grid optimisation technique [10]

with the grid defined as μij = f0,15, : : : ,75g [deg], 8i,j
which results in 6 different values used in optimisa-

tion for the AUKF(μ12), AUKF(μ34), in 6
3 = 216 val-

ues for the AUKF(μ12,23,34), and in 6
5 = 7776 for the

AUKF(μall). The grid optimisation method is further
discussed in Appendix A.

The TUKF takes advantage of the optimal rotation

μ12 found prior to the estimation experiment on the basis

Fig. 7. Dynamic example I: Averaged optimal rotation angle μ12
used in TUKF and the averaged measurement sequence.

of a set of MC simulations. In particular 103 simulations

of the AUKF(μ12) were carried out and the average

(sample-based) optimal rotation angle was computed as

μ
opt

12,kjk¡1 =
1

103

103X
i=1

μ(i)¤
12,kjk¡1, 8k, (70)

where μ(i)¤
12,kjk¡1 is the optimal rotation at time k of

ith MC simulation. The average optimal rotation was

used for the rotation matrix C
opt

kjk¡1(μ12) computation
in the TUKF. The optimal rotation angle is plotted

in Fig. 7 together with the respective sample standard

deviation (STD). In Fig. 7 the sample statistics of the

measurement zk, i.e., the mean and STD, over the MC

simulations are given as well.

The filters were initialised according to [25] with

initial range pdf p(r) =Nfr;
p
122 +22,42g and a speed

pdf p(s) =Nfs; s̄,42g, where s̄ is the true speed.
The filter results were compared using the root mean

square error (RMSE) defined as

RMSE
pos
k =

vuut 1

M

MX
m=1

(x̂
(m)
1,kjk ¡ x(m)1,k )

2 + (x̂
(m)
2,kjk ¡ x(m)2,k )

2

(71)

for the position error and

RMSEvelk =

vuut 1

M

MX
m=1

(x̂(m)
3,kjk ¡ x(m)3,k )

2 + (x̂(m)
4,kjk ¡ x(m)4,k )

2

(72)

for the velocity error and using the non-credibility index

(NCI) [20] defined as

NCIk =
1

M

MX
m=1

[10log10((x̃
(m)
kjk )

T(Pxx(m)
kjk )¡1x̃(m)

kjk )

¡ 10log10((x̃(m)kjk )
T§¡1k x̃

(m)
kjk )], (73)
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TABLE I

Dynamic example I: RMSE, NCI, and time results of bearings-only tracking.

UKF(svd) UKF(chol) AUKF(μ12) AUKF(μ12, J
4(C)) AUKF(μ34) AUKF(μ12,13,24) AUKF(μall) TUKF

RMSEpos [km] 3.30 3.40 2.90 2.80 3.30 2.70 2.70 3.10

RMSEvel [km/sec] 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.16

NCI 4.60 4.80 3.80 3.80 4.60 3.40 2.90 4.40

time [msec] 12.8 9.5 86 3175 104191 10.6

CKF5(svd) CKF5(rot) ACKF5(μ12)

RMSEpos [km] 3.10 3.50 2.80

RMSEvel [km/sec] 0.15 0.16 0.14

NCI 4.15 5.10 3.50

time [msec] 13.30 93

Fig. 8. Dynamic example I: Time behaviour of the RMSE for

UKF(svd) and the AUKF(μ12).

where x̃(m)
kjk

¢
=(x(m)k ¡ x̂(m)

kjk ), x
(m)
k is the true state, x̂(m)

kjk and

Pxx(m)k are the filtering mean and covariance matrix of

the estimate provided by the filter at the mth MC run

and §k is the mean square error. Whereas the RMSE
compares just the quality of the mean estimate (the

lower RMSE value, the better performance), the NCI

assesses the credibility of the estimate, i.e., whether

the error covariance matrix of the filter corresponds to

the real mean square error of the state estimate. The

NCI value should be ideally zero. Negative NCI values

indicate pessimistic estimates of the filter, positive NCI

values, on the other hand, imply optimistic estimates.

The averaged values of the RMSE and the NCI over all

time instants are given in Table I. Illustration of time

behaviour of the RMSE and the NCI for the UKF(svd)

and the AUKF(μ12) is depicted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

It can be seen that the UKF(svd) slightly outper-

forms the UKF(chol) at the cost of mild increase of

the computational complexity. The further improvement

can be reached by using the off-line found averaged

Fig. 9. Dynamic example I: Time behaviour of the NCI for

UKF(svd) and the AUKF(μ12).

optimal rotation μ
opt

12,kjk¡1 with negligible computational
requirements increase.

The results for the AUKFs confirm the theoretical

analysis of Section 4.1 that the largest impact on the

estimation quality is tied with the rotation in the planes

defined by the state components which are “directly”

measured, i.e., the positions in this example. The major

improvement is caused by the rotation in the position

plane, i.e., through the angle μ12. Then, the additional ro-

tations through the angles μ23 and μ13 reduces the RMSE

and the NCI further. Adding the adaptive selection of the

optimal rotation also in the remaining directions (five in

total) brings almost no benefit. This is also confirmed

by the results of the AUKF(μ34) which indicates that the

rotation in the plane defined by the velocities in x and

y directions does not lead to any performance improve-

ment.

Concerning the optimisation criteria, there is no

significant difference in using the criterion J4(C) (43)

or the criterion JMS(C) (46). With respect to the fact that

the criterion J4(C) requires computation and evaluation

of the fourth-order derivatives, the criterion JMS(C)

seems to be more suitable in the considered set-up.

From the results it is evident that the lossy decrease

of nμ may save a considerable amount of computational

costs. If only the directly observable state elements are

considered in the lossy decrease of nμ, the decrease of

estimate quality is negligible in this illustration.
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TABLE II

Dynamic example II: RMSE and NCI of two-dimensional example.

UKF AUKF(15[deg]) AUKF(30[deg])

RMSE 14.70 8.90 8.95

NCI 11.10 11.00 11.10

For the sake of completeness, the fifth-order CKF,

the CKF5 [15], was tested as well. Compared to the

UKF, the CKF5 processes 2n2x +1 ¾-points. Therefore,

it provides estimates of better quality, in this exam-

ple, in both monitored criteria at the costs of slightly

higher computational complexity. The performance of

the CKF5 is, however, still affected by the rotation of the

¾-point set. Fixed ¾-point set rotation may improve but

also worsen the estimation performance (as can be seen

for CKF5(rot)). In principle, the same rotation adapta-

tion criteria may be used as for the UKF. The CKF5 with

the adaptation, the ACKF5, according to the criterion

(46), then offers further improvement to the estimation

performance.

6.4. Dynamic example II: Nonlinear two-dimensional
system

The second dynamic example considers a nonlinear

system introduced in [37] described by

xk+1 =

·
x1,k+1

x2,k+1

¸
=

"
3sin(5x22,k)

x1,k + e
¡0:05x2,k +10

#
+wk,

(74)

zk = cos(x1,k) + x
2
2,k + vk, (75)

with p(wk) =Nfwk : 0,6I2g, p(vk) =Nfvk : 0,1g,
p(x0) =Nfx0 : [¡0:7,1]T,I2g, and k = 0,1, : : : ,100.
Three filters, namely

² UKF(svd),
² AUKF(15 [deg])–AUKF with the SVD with the

criterion JMS(C) (46) and grid-based optimisation

with step of 15 [deg],

² AUKF(30 [deg])–AUKF with the SVD with the

criterion JMS(C) (46) and grid-based optimisation
with step of 30 [deg],

all with ·= 1, were compared in terms of the averaged

RMSE (71) and NCI (73). The simulation results are

summarised in Table II.

Adaptation in the ¾-point set rotation significantly

improves the UKF performance in terms of the RMSE.

The NCI remains almost unaffected, which means that

the optimisation reduces the estimation error and esti-

mated covariance matrix proportionally. The results also

reveal that the AUKF is not heavily dependent on the

optimisation grid density in this example. Doubling the

optimisation grid points does not have almost and im-

pact on the estimation performance while the computa-

tional requirements of AUKF(30[deg]) are half of the

AUKF(15[deg]) requirements.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper dealt with an analysis of the ¾-point set

rotation in the derivative-free approximations used in

the local filter design, namely in the unscented trans-

form being a cornerstone of the unscented Kalman fil-

ter. It was shown that the covariance matrix decompo-

sition, used in ¾-point computation, can be multiplied

by an arbitrary rotation matrix. The matrix can be then

viewed as the user-defined parameter significantly im-

pacting the filter performance. In principle, two differ-

ent approaches for selection of the appropriate rotation

were proposed; off-line approach determining the opti-

mal rotation prior to the estimation experiment (in cer-

tain recurrent scenarios even time-varying) leading to

the TUKF, or an on-line approach computing the opti-

mal rotation during the experiment respecting the actual

conditions leading to the AUKF. To avoid excessive in-

crease of computational costs due to the optimisation

of the rotation angles, two techniques were proposed to

decrease dimension of the optimisation space. The pro-

posed approaches for rotation matrix optimisation were

illustrated and compared in terms of the estimation per-

formance and the computational complexity in several

numerical examples.

Note that algorithms of the UKF with rotated ¾-point

set are part of the Nonlinear Estimation Framework

available at http://nft.kky.zcu.cz/.

APPENDIX A GRID-BASED OPTIMISATION METHOD
USED IN AUKF

Computationally efficient adaptation of the ¾-point

set rotation matrix is the key enabler allowing effective

usage of the AUKFs.

Any optimisation technique used for the solution to

(43) and (44) requires specification of the range for the

parameters being optimised as the task is generally non-

linear. If the rotation matrix parameterisation by a se-

quence of the subsequent rotations is selected, then the

simplest way is to define the range for each particular

rotation (omitting time indices) as

μi = h0,360), i= 1,2, : : : ,nμ, (76)

where nμ is the number of subsequent rotations (47).

However, because of the symmetry of the considered

¾-point set, the interval can be significantly reduced to

μi = h0,90), 8i, (77)

without the loss of generality. This is illustrated for

a two- and a three-dimensional case below assuming

the grid-based optimisation method used in the filtering

step.

The grid-based optimisation method simply covers

the interval μi (77) by a grid of equidistantly placed

points, i.e.,

μ
grid
i = fμ(1)i ,μ(2)i , : : : ,μ(G)i g, 8i: (78)
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If nμ > 1, then the final (multidimensional) grid is given

by the Cartesian product of the particular grids as

μgrid = μ
grid
1 £ μ

grid
2 £ ¢¢ ¢£ μgridnμ

: (79)

The cardinality of the grid-points set (79) is

ngrid =G
nμ , (80)

thus exponentially growing with the number of the

rotation angles μi.

The criterion function is then evaluated at all points

of the set μgrid (79) and the optimum point is chosen

according to
μ¤ = argmin

μgrid
J(C(μ)): (81)

The chosen vector μ¤ is subsequently used for the

rotation matrix computation as illustrated by (48).

1.1. Two dimensional case

Considering nx = 2, x̂= 02£1, P
xx = I2 = [e1,e2], and

(nx+·) = 1, the ¾-point set computed according to (4)—

(6) is

X0 = 02£1, X1 = e1, X2 = e2, X3 =¡e1, X4 =¡e2,
(82)

where 0nx£1 is the zero matrix of the indicated dimen-
sion. The number of available rotation angles (47) is

nμ = 1, therefore μ
grid = μ

grid
1 , and the respective covari-

ance matrix C is computed according to (61).
Then, it is not difficult to see that the ¾-point set

rotation through an angle μh 2 h90,180) [deg] results
in virtually the same ¾-point set as for the rotation

μl = (μh¡ 90) 2 h0,90) [deg]. It means that
X r
0 =C(μh)X0 =C(μl)X0 = X0, (83)

X r
i =C(μh)Xi =C(μh¡90)C(90)Xi =C(μh¡ 90)Xi+1
=C(μl)Xi+1, (84)

X r
4 =C(μh)X4 =C(μl)X1, (85)

where C(90) =

·
0 ¡1
1 0

¸
and i= 1,2,3.

As the ¾-points X1, : : : ,X4 are weighted equally and
the UT (8)—(10) does not reflect the ¾-point order, the

UT with the rotated ¾-points (30)—(32) provides the

same results for

C(μ) =C(μ+90) =C(μ+180) =C(μ+270): (86)

assuming μ in [deg]. That means the optimisation of the

criterion (81) does not bring any benefit if performed

on the interval μ 2 h0,360) [deg] w.r.t. optimisation on
μ 2 h0,90) [deg].
1.2. Three dimensional case

Considering nx = 3, x̂= 03£1, P
xx = I3 = [e1,e2,e3],

and (nx+·) = 1, the ¾-point set computed according to

(4)—(6) is

X0 = 03£1, X1 = e1, X2 = e2, X3 = e3, X4 =¡e1,
X5 =¡e2, X6 =¡e3: (87)

Fig. 10. Illustration of the ¾-point set rotation in three dimensional

case.

The number of available rotation angles (47) is nμ = 3,

therefore μgrid = μ
grid
1 £ μ

grid
2 £ μ

grid
3 , and the respective

covariance matrix C is computed according to

C(μ) =C3(μ3)C2(μ2)C1(μ1) (88)

=

2641 0 1

0 cos(μ3) ¡sin(μ3)
0 sin(μ3) cos(μ3)

375
264cos(μ2) 0 ¡sin(μ2)

0 1 0

sin(μ2) 0 cos(μ2)

375

£

264cos(μ1) ¡sin(μ1) 0

sin(μ1) cos(μ1) 0

0 0 1

375 :
Similarly to the two dimensional case, the ¾-point

set rotated through the angle(s) greater than 90± is
analysed and it is shown that such rotation results again

in virtually the same ¾-point set rotated just within the

range from 0± to 90±. This is illustrated by the rotation
μ1,h 2 h90,180) [deg] as

X r
0 =C3,2C1(μ1,h)X0 =C3,2C1(μ1,l)X0 = X0, (89)

X r
i =C3,2C1(μ1,h)Xi =C3,2C1(μ1,h¡ 90)C1(90)Xi
=C3,2C(μ1,h¡90)Xj =C3,2C(μ1,l)Xj , (90)

where μ1,l 2 h0,90) [deg], C3,2 =C3(¢)C2(¢),

C1(90) =

2640 ¡1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1

375 , (91)
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i,j = 1,2, : : : ,6, and

C1(90)X1 = [0,1,0]T = X2, (92)

C1(90)X2 = [¡1,0,0]T = X4, (93)

C1(90)X3 = [0,1,0]T = X3, (94)

C1(90)X4 = [0,¡1,0]T = X5, (95)

C1(90)X5 = [1,0,0]T = X1, (96)

C1(90)X6 = [0,0,¡1]T = X6: (97)

The ¾-points X1, : : : ,X6 are again weighted equally
and the UT (8)—(10) does not reflect the ¾-point or-

der, therefore, the optimisation for an interval μi 2
h0,μi,max) [deg] with μi,max > 90

± cannot improve the re-
sults.

For illustration, the set of ¾-points (87) rotated for

the Cartesian product μgrid with μ
grid
i = f0,1, : : : ,89g,

i= 1,2,3, is shown in Fig. 10.
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